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Abstract

In daily life, humans frequently perform visuospatial tasks together (e.g., visual search) and distribute the labor in such tasks.

Previous research has shown that humans prefer a left and right labor division in a joint multiple object tracking (MOT) task.

Yet, findings from studies investigating individuals’ tracking ability suggest attentional capacities may be more maximally

used with a top and bottom labor division. We investigated whether co-actors’ labor division preference is influenced by

how they are seated (neighboring vs. opposite of each other) or how the MOT task is displayed (portrait vs. landscape). We

find that pairs attain a higher performance using a top and bottom labor division and preferred this labor division compared

to a left and right division. This preference was unaffected by the seating arrangement. For the landscape display, however,

we find that participants no longer attain a higher performance for the top and bottom labor division and accordingly

participants’ preference for this labor division was greatly reduced as well. Overall, we propose that co-actors are sensitive

to changes within their environment, which allows them to choose a labor division that maximizes use of their individual

attentional capacities.

Keywords Visual attention · Multiple object tracking · Joint action · Social cognition · Task division

Introduction

In daily life, humans are bombarded with information.

Yet, attentional capacity to process this information is

limited (James, 1890; Chun et al., 2011; Marois & Ivanoff,

2005). A task that has often been used to investigate

attentional limitations (among several others, for reviews

see: Lavie (2005) Wahn & König, (2017a, b) is the multiple

object tracking (“MOT”) task (Cavanagh & Alvarez, 2005;

Pylyshyn & Storm, 1988; Scholl, 2009). In this task,

participants are required to track the movements of a

varying number of objects (“targets”) among moving

distractor objects on a computer screen. Earlier research on

this task has shown that the ability to track targets is limited

(Alvarez & Franconeri, 2007; Alnæs et al., 2014; Wahn

et al., 2016a). That is, the accuracy with which participants

can track target objects decreases with an increasing number

of tracked targets, suggesting a limited attentional capacity.
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While limitations of attentional capacity have been

demonstrated within the MOT task, researchers have shown

that these limits are not fixed but actually change depending

on how stimuli are presented in the visual field. In an earlier

study (Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2005), it was varied whether

targets in the MOT task are tracked only in one visual field

(e.g., only the left visual field) or in both visual fields. In

particular, participants were required to track four targets in

one visual field compared to tracking the same number of

targets across visual fields (i.e., tracking two targets in the

left visual field and two in the right visual field). Alvarez

and Cavanagh (2005) found that participants reached a

significantly higher tracking performance when tracking

targets across visual fields compared to only one visual

field, suggesting that attentional capacity is larger when

performing the MOT task in both visual fields compared to

only one visual field. This effect has been replicated (Chen

et al., 2013) and attributed to within-Hemifield competition

in early visual areas in the brain (Störmer et al., 2014).

In a recent study (Wahn et al., 2017), we extended

the MOT task to a collaborative version involving pairs

of participants (for a review on collaborative visuospatial

tasks, see Wahn et al. (2018b)). Each member of the pair

viewed the MOT stimuli on their own computer screen
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and made their own target selections. Depending on the

condition, they either received performance feedback and/or

information as to which targets were selected by the other

participant. We found that participants devised division

of labor strategies for all types of received information.

Importantly, the most frequent strategy that was used was a

left and right division of labor strategy. In this strategy, one

participant in a pair tracked the leftmost targets while the

other participant tracked the rightmost targets.

Given the findings discussed above by Alvarez and

Cavanagh (2005) on individual object tracking perfor-

mance, tracking targets primarily only in one visual field

most likely fails to make optimal use of the individual atten-

tional capacities of each member in the dyad. That is, as

noted above, humans have a larger attentional capacity when

they track targets in both visual fields compared to only in

one of them. In a left and right labor division, however, task

demands are divided horizontally such that each co-actor

tracks her/his respective set of targets mostly in either the

left or right visual field. From the perspective of the findings

by Alvarez and Cavanagh (2005), a labor division for pairs

that would use individual members’ attentional capacities

more optimally would be a top and bottom labor division.

That is, if each co-actor tracked her/his set of target objects

across both visual fields, and co-actors divided the labor

into upper and lower halves, then pair members would use

a labor division that takes advantage of each individual’s

higher attentional capacity for tracking targets across visual

fields.

Given that a top and bottom labor division appears

to make more optimal use of the members’ individual

attentional capacities, why did pair members in our earlier

study primarily use a left and right labor division? In

recent years, researchers have argued that mechanisms

of coordination (or more generally, social cognition) (for

reviews, see Sebanz et al. (2006); Vesper et al. (2017)

can only be fully understood if the environment, in which

tasks are performed, is taken into account (Goldman &

de Vignemont, 2009; Meier et al., 2012; Smith & Semin,

2007). Hence, we hypothesized that two factors in the

experimental environment may have biased participants

towards using a left and right labor division in our earlier

work. In particular, the participants’ seating positions in our

earlier study presented a clear separation into a left and

right position (i.e., participants sat next to each other in

front of their own computer screens and were concealed

from one another by a divider), potentially biasing the

participant sitting on the left to track the leftmost targets

and the participant sitting on the right to track the rightmost

targets. Second, we displayed the MOT task on a landscape

display, potentially biasing participants towards a left and

right labor division due to the wider width than height in

the display. In the present study, we aimed to replicate

earlier findings by Alvarez and Cavanagh (2005) and to test

whether the seating arrangement (sitting opposite vs. next to

each other—Experiment 1) or the screen shape (landscape

vs. portrait—Experiment 2) affected participants’ labor

division choice.

Materials andmethods

Participants

64 students of the University of British Columbia partici-

pated in the present study (41 females, 23 males, M = 20.91

years, SD = 4.28 years), which were randomly grouped in

32 pairs (16 for Experiments 1 and 2, respectively). The

study was approved by the Behavioural Research Ethics

Board and we obtained written consent from all participants.

Students received course credits for participation.

Experimental setup

For both experiments, each participant in a pair sat in front

of a separate computer screen at a distance of 60 cm. A

keyboard and mouse for making responses were placed

in front of them. In Experiment 1, participants either sat

opposite each other or next to each other. In Experiment 2,

participants always sat opposite of each other. In all cases,

participants’ computer screens were concealed from each

other by a divider.

Experimental procedure

In both experiments, pairs of participants performed a MOT

task similar to the one by Alvarez and Cavanagh (2005).

That is, for the MOT task, the screen was subdivided into

four quadrants and each quadrant contained four objects

(two “target” objects and two “distractor” objects). For

every trial, the labor was divided by having each co-actor

perform the MOT task in two quadrants that did not overlap

with the quadrants of the other co-actor. As a within-

subject factor, we varied whether this labor division was

pre-determined (“assigned”) or could be selected by the

participants (“selected”). Prior to the start of the experiment,

each co-actor was randomly assigned one color (either green

or yellow) to indicate in which quadrants the MOT task was

to be performed in the assigned condition and to indicate the

chosen quadrants in the selected condition. Below, we will

explain these conditions in turn.

In the assigned condition, for each trial, co-actors first

saw one out of four possible colored quadrant combinations

(see Fig. 1a), each showing two quadrants colored in green

and yellow, respectively. Which combination is displayed

was randomly selected. The quadrant combinations either
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A

B C D E

5 seconds

Space to continue

Space to continue Space to continue Select objects, 

enter to continue

Assigned Condition 

Fig. 1 Trial logic overview: Assigned condition. In this example trial, a left and right labor division is displayed from the perspective of the

participant, to which the green color was assigned

displayed a left and right labor division (see A Fig. 1 , upper

two boxes) or a top and bottom labor division (see A Fig. 1,

lower two boxes). Both participants were required to press

the space key to confirm viewing the quadrant combination

to proceed to the next screen.

In the selected condition, participants could choose the

quadrants that they would track the targets in (see A in

Fig. 2). In particular, for each trial, one of the participants

was randomly selected to choose two quadrants by clicking

on them with the computer mouse. Once a quadrant was

selected, it changed color to the participant’s assigned

color. When two quadrants were chosen and the participant

confirmed her/his choice by pressing the space key, the

quadrant choice was displayed to the other participant. Then

the other participant selected the two remaining quadrants

and confirmed her/his selection by pressing the space key as

well.

With the assigned condition, we aimed to replicate earlier

findings by Alvarez and Cavanagh (2005). In particular, if

the findings replicate, then the top and bottom labor division

should yield a higher tracking performance compared to

the left and right labor division as participants track targets

across visual fields for the top and bottom division and only

within one visual field for the left and right division. With

the selected condition, we aimed to investigate participants

labor division preference.

The next screens in a trial were the same for the

assigned and selected conditions. Participants first saw

sixteen stationary white objects (0.40 visual degrees radius)

on the computer screen (B in Figs. 1 and 2). Then, a subset

B C D E

A

5 seconds Select objects, 

enter to continue

Space to continue Space to continue

Select two quadrants, 

space to continue

Selected Condition 

Fig. 2 Trial logic overview: Selected condition. In this example trial, the participant, to which the green color was assigned, selected two quadrants

first and the rest of the trial is shown from this participant’s perspective
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of four objects turned grey (“targets”)—two in each of

the two previously indicated (or selected) quadrants (C in

Figs. 1 and 2). Then the targets reverted to looking white

again and started to move in randomly chosen directions

across the screen (D in Figs. 1 and 2). The object’s speed

varied between 1.60 and 2.40 visual degrees (per second).

While objects were moving, participants were required to

fixate at the central fixation dot (0.20 visual degrees radius).

After five seconds, objects stopped moving and participants

were required to select with the computer mouse those

objects that they thought were the targets (E in Figs. 1 and

2). Participants were instructed to select as many objects

as they wanted and to prioritize accuracy over speed with

their selections. They were also informed that each correct

selection would add one point to their performance and

each incorrect selection would subtract one point from

their performance. The entire task was self-paced. That

is, participants were required to press the spacebar to

proceed to the next screen (i.e., object presentation, target

presentation, and starting the object movements). Yet, to

avoid that participants accidentally pressed the spacebar

even though they had not selected any objects, participants

were required to press the enter key to confirm their targets

selections. Once both participants pressed enter, a trial was

complete and we displayed text on the computer screen,

noting that participants should press the space key when

they were ready for the next trial. Once both participants

pressed the space key, the next trial would start.

Across experiments, we varied the seating position of

participants (Experiment 1) or the shape of the stimuli

display (Experiment 2) (see Fig. 3). In Experiment 1,

participants either sat next to each other (“Neighboring”

condition) or opposite of each other (“Opposite” condition).

The stimuli in Experiment 1 were shown on a quadratic

display (20 visual degrees in width and height) as we

aimed to use a display that was free of any spatial biases.

In Experiment 2, participants always sat opposite of each

other (to avoid any biases due to the seating arrangement)

but stimuli were either shown on a display with a larger

width than height (20 visual degrees wide and 10 visual

degrees high—“Landscape” condition) or larger height than

width (10 visual degrees wide and 20 visual degrees high—

“Portrait” condition). Note, the longer width and height

for these displays was the same as the quadratic display’s

dimensions.

The experiment was structured in four blocks composed

of 40 trials. Each set of two blocks contained one block, in

which the selected condition is performed and one block, in

which the assigned condition is performed. For the assigned

condition, the 40 trials were composed of 20 left and right

labor division trials and 20 top and bottom labor division

trials. Across these two sets, depending on the experiment,

we either changed the seating positions (Experiment 1) of

co-actors or the shape of the screen display (Experiment 2).

The order of all conditions was counterbalanced across

pairs. Prior to the start of each block, participants were

familiarized with the task procedure of the next block by the

experimenter, who walked them through an example trial.

Participants were instructed to not communicate with each

other throughout the experiment. Along with assessing the

participants’ demographic data at the end of the experiment,

participants were also required to rate how well they knew

the other participant on a scale 1-5 (1 = not at all, 5 = very

well). We averaged these ratings across participants for both

Fig. 3 Overview of experimental manipulation within each experiment. In Experiment 1, participants either sat next to each other or opposite of

each other (left panel). In Experiment 2, participants performed the MOT task either on a portrait or landscape display (right panel).
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experiments and they were very low (Experiment 1: M =

1.34, SD = 1.00; Experiment 2: M = 1.69, SD = 1.38),

suggesting that pair members did not know each other. The

experiment was programmed in Python 2.7.3 and took about

1 hour to complete.

Results

Experiment 1: seating position

To test whether we could replicate the benefit of tracking

targets in both visual fields (Alvarez & Cavanagh, 2005),

we used a four factorial ANOVA only on the performance

data of the assigned condition. The within-subject factors

of the ANOVA were the Labor Division (left and right,

top and bottom) and the Seating Position (Neighboring,

Opposite). As between-subject factors, we included the

Seating Position Order (Neighboring first, Neighboring

second) and Condition Order (Assigned first, Assigned

second). The dependent variable was the number of points

each of the participants scored in the MOT task (for

a descriptive overview, see Fig. 4a). To assure that the

assumption of statistical independence is fulfilled, we

averaged across the mean performance points of each

co-actor within a pair. Generally, prior to applying all

ANOVAs reported in the results section, we tested the

statistical assumptions of normality using a Shapiro–Wilk

test and sphericity using Mauchly’s test for sphericity (if

applicable). In case of violations of normality, we also

performed pairwise comparisons using non-parametric tests

(i.e., the Wilcoxon–Pratt signed-rank test for within-subject

factors and the Mann–Whitney U test for between-subject

factors) and applied the Greenhouse Geisser correction to

the degrees of freedom for sphericity violations.

We find a significant main effect of Labor Division

(F(1,12) = 22.54, p < .001) but no interaction effects

involving this factor (ps > .440) and also no other

significant effects (ps > .066). As the normality assumption

of the ANOVA was violated, we also compared the factor

levels of the Labor Division factor using a Wilcoxon–

Pratt signed-rank test and found a significant difference

for this comparison (z = 3.44, p < .001). In sum, our

findings suggest that we replicate the findings by Alvarez

and Cavanagh (2005).

To test which type of labor division participants chose

in the selected condition, we performed an ANOVA with

the same factors as above with the dependent variable the

fraction of the selected labor division (i.e., trials in which

a certain labor division was selected divided by the total

number of trials in a respective condition). For a descriptive

overview, see Fig. 4b. With regard to the factor Labor

Division, note that pairs also selected a “diagonal” labor

division (e.g., one participant tracked targets in the upper

left and lower right quadrant while the other participant

tracked objects in the other two quadrants) on a small

number of trials. Hence, the factor Labor Division in the

ANOVA now contains three levels (diagonal, left and right,

top and bottom). We found a significant main effect of

Labor Division (F(1.23, 14.77) = 71.77, p < .001) but no

other significant effects (ps > .146). We followed up the

main effect of Labor Division by comparing the proportions

of the left and right and top and bottom divisions, and found

a significant difference (z = 3.52, p < .001). To further

investigate the absence of a Seating Position effect, we

calculated the difference in proportions between the left and

right, and top and bottom labor divisions for each seating

position and subtracted these difference scores from each

other for each pair. We computed a Bayes factor for these

difference scores and found that the null hypothesis (i.e.,

a b

Fig. 4 Experiment 1: Results. a Individual performance (in points) in

assigned condition as a function of labor division (left and right vs. top

and bottom), separately for the Neighboring (left column) and Opposite

(right column) seating positions. b Proportions of the selected labor

division as a function of labor division (diagonal, left and right, vs. top

and bottom), separately for the Neighboring (left column) and Opposite

(right column) seating positions. Error bars in all panels are standard

error of the mean.
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that the selected division of labor is not affected by seating

position) is 2.83 more likely than the alternative hypothesis

(i.e., that the seating position influences the division of labor

choice), suggesting that the seating arrangement does not

affect the labor division choice.

We also investigated how these labor divisions develop

over time. To do this we separated the 40 trials in the

selected condition into segments with a length of five trials and

calculated for each segment the fraction of each selected labor

division. We extended the ANOVA above by the additional

factor Trial Segment. We found a significant main effect

of Labor Division (F(2, 24) = 71.77, p < .001) and a

significant two-way interaction effect between the factors

Labor Division and Trial Segment (F(2, 24) = 8.63, p <

.001). We also found a significant three-way interaction

effect between the factors Labor Division, Trial Segment,

and Condition Order (F(2, 24) = 5.72, p = .009). To

understand what is driving this three-way interaction, we

plotted the proportions for all combinations of these three

factors (see Fig. 5). One can see that a top and bottom labor

division is favored early on for both levels of Condition

Order. However, for pairs that performed the selected

condition first, the preference for this division increased

over time. In contrast, for pairs that performed the selected

condition second, the top and bottom preference is already

at its peak. In sum, the three-way interaction reflects the fact

that a top and bottom labor division grows over time when

the selected condition is performed first, and is already at its

peak when the selected condition is performed second.

To follow up these analyses, we also tested how the

participants’ performance (averaged across labor divisions

and pair members) changes over time for the different

levels of the Condition Order factor (see Fig. 6, for a

descriptive overview). We observe that the performances

do not change over time. As labor division preferences

are established early, performance seems to be steady

throughout. We confirmed these observations by correlating

the Time Segments variable with the performance variable,

separately for each pair, and testing these correlations

against zero. We find correlations do not differ significantly

from zero (selected first: t(8) = 0.29, p = .777; selected

second: t(8) = 1.25, p = .252). Calculating a Bayes factor for

these comparisons, we find that the null hypothesis is more

likely than the alternative hypothesis for both comparisons

(selected first: 2.87; selected second: 1.64).

Experiment 2: display orientation

As above, we tested whether the benefit of tracking

targets in both visual fields can be replicated, and again

performed a four factorial ANOVA only on the data of the

assigned condition. The two within-subjects factors of the

ANOVA are the Labor Division (left and right, top and

bottom) and Orientation (landscape, portrait). The between-

subject factors are the Orientation Order (Landscape first,

Landscape second) and Condition Order (Assigned first,

Assigned second). The dependent variable was again the

number of scored points (for a descriptive overview, see

Fig. 7). We find a significant main effect of Labor Division

(F(1,12) = 19.70, p < .001) and a significant two-

way interaction between the factors Labor Division and

Orientation (F(1,12) = 41.16, p < .001). On top of that,

we also find a significant three-way interaction between the

factors Labor Division, Orientation, and Condition Order

(F(1,12) = 7.19, p = .020) and a significant four-way

interaction between all factors (F(1,12) = 6.38, p = .027).

Fig. 5 Experiment 2: Proportions over time. Proportions of the selected labor division as a function of Trial Segment, separately for each labor

division type (diagonal, left and right, & top and bottom) and pairs performing the selected condition first (left column) or second (right column).

Proportions calculated for each trial segment are based on five trials. Error bars in all panels are standard error of the mean.
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Fig. 6 Experiment 1: Performance over time. Performance as a function of Trial Segment, separately for pairs performing the selected condition

first (left column) or second (right column). Performances calculated for each trial segment is based on five trials. Note, the performances are

averaged across pair members and labor division types and displayed for the selected condition. Error bars in all panels are standard error of the

mean.

To better understand these interactions, we computed the

difference in performance between the levels of Labor

Division (i.e., top and bottom performance minus left and

right performance) for each combination of the remaining

factors (see Fig. 8). Generally, we observe that the benefit

of tracking across visual fields is present for the portrait

display, but it is no longer present (or at least greatly

reduced) for the landscape display. Moreover, the four-

way interaction appears to be driven by participants that

performed the tracking task first with a landscape display

and the assigned condition second (i.e., after the selected

condition). For this combination of factors, the difference

between the landscape and portrait condition is even larger

than for the other factor combinations.

Given that we find above that the benefit of tracking

targets in both visual fields (relative to tracking targets in

one visual field) is no longer present for the landscape

display, we assessed which of the two following possibilities

could explain this effect. One possibility is that for the

landscape display there is no performance boost for tracking

targets in both visual fields. That is, the benefit of tracking

targets in both visual fields may be specific to certain shapes

of displays (i.e., quadratic or portrait displays). The other

possibility is that the landscape display allows for better

performance when targets are tracked within only one visual

field. In other words, the other stimuli displays negatively

affected performance for tracking targets in one visual field

while this is no longer the case for the landscape display. On

a b

Fig. 7 Experiment 2: Results. a Individual performance (in points) in

the assigned condition as a function of labor division, for the Portrait

(left column) condition and Landscape (right column) condition. b Pro-

portions of the selected labor division as a function of labor division

type (diagonal, left and right, & top and bottom), for the Portrait (left

column) condition and Landscape (right column) condition. Error bars

in all panels are standard error of the mean.
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Fig. 8 Experiment 2: Four-way interaction. The difference in

performance between a top and bottom and left and right labor division

is plotted as a function of Orientation (landscape vs. portrait), for each

combination of Condition Order (assigned first, assigned second) and

Orientation Order (landscape first, landscape second). Error bars in all

panels are standard error of the mean.

a descriptive level (see Fig. 7a), our data support the latter

possibility, as regardless of which labor division is used,

performance levels for the landscape display are as good

as or better than performance for the portrait display. To

support these observations, we compared the performance

levels for the right and left labor division between displays

and find that performance for the landscape display is

significantly higher than for the portrait display (t(31) =

4.14, p < .001), suggesting that tracking targets in one

visual field is facilitated in the landscape display relative

to the portrait display. In addition, we also compared the

performances between the left and right labor division and

top and bottom labor division for the landscape display and

found no significant differences (t(31) = 0.37, p = .716).

Calculating a Bayes factor for this latter comparison, we

find that the null hypothesis (i.e., no differences between

performances for the two labor divisions) is 3.85 more likely

than the alternative hypothesis. In sum, our findings suggest

that the landscape display facilitates tracking targets in one

visual field.

To test which strategy was preferred by participants, we

performed the same ANOVA as above with the dependent

variable fraction of selected strategy. We find a significant

main effect of Labor Division (F(1.20, 14.47) = 57.64, p <

.001) and a significant interaction effect between the factors

Labor Division and Orientation (F(1.22, 14.62) = 16.08,

p < .001). We followed up on this interaction effect by

calculating the difference in proportions between the left

and right, and top and bottom labor divisions, separately

for the landscape and portrait displays. We then compared

these residual scores and found them to be significantly

different (t(15) = 4.69, p < .001). These results suggest

that the preference for a top and bottom labor division is

considerably reduced for the landscape display compared to

the portrait display.

As for Experiment 1, we again investigated how these

preferences develop over time using the same analytical

approach. Thus, we extended the ANOVA by the additional

factor Trial Segment. However, note that the factor Labor

Division now only includes two levels, as the diagonal

labor division was not chosen at all for a number of pairs

in Experiment 2 (i.e., the data for this factor level is

nearly a constant, which results in an error when applying

the ANOVA). We find a significant main effect of Labor

Division (F(1,12) = 25.44, p < .001) and a significant

interaction effect (F(1,12) = 17.85, p = .001). In addition,

we find a significant main effect of Trial Segment (F(1,12)

= 5.28, p = .040). However, we do not find any interaction

effects involving the factors Trial Segment and Labor

Division (all ps < .106). These findings suggest that the

preference for a particular labor division is established

early on and does not change over time (see Fig. 9, for a

descriptive overview).

To follow up these analyses, we again tested how the

participants’ performance (averaged across labor divisions

and pair members) changes over time (see Fig. 10, for

a descriptive overview). Performance did not change over

time as labor division preferences are established early

on. We confirmed these observations by correlating the

Time Segments variable with the performance variable,

separately for each pair and level of Display Orientation.

The correlations do not differ significantly from zero

(Landscape display: t(15) = 0.30, p = .771); Portrait

display: t(15) = 0.34, p = .738). Calculating a Bayes factor

for these comparisons, we find that the null hypothesis is

3.71 (for the landscape display) and 3.77 (for the portrait

display) more likely than the alternative hypothesis.

Discussion

In the present study we aimed to replicate earlier findings

by Alvarez and Cavanagh (2005) in a MOT task and test

whether the pairs’ labor division preference depends on

either the seating arrangement (Experiment 1) or the shape

of the task display (Experiment 2). We replicated earlier

effects, finding that participants performance was higher

when four target objects were tracked in both visual fields

compared to only one visual field. These results suggest

that earlier findings are robust, as our experimental design
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Fig. 9 Experiment 2: Proportions over time. Proportions of the selected labor division as a function of Trial Segment, separately for each labor

division type (diagonal, left and right, & top and bottom) and display orientation (Portrait (left column) and Landscape (right column)). Proportions

calculated for each trial segment are based on five trials. Error bars in all panels are standard error of the mean.

involved pairs of participants whereas the original (Alvarez

& Cavanagh, 2005) study, and subsequent work based on

their investigation (e.g., Störmer et al. (2014)), involved

the performance of individuals working individually and in

isolation.

When pair members could freely choose the labor

division, we found they also preferred a top and bottom

labor division–a division, which makes use of the benefit

of tracking across left and right visual fields. This preferred

division of labor was not influenced by the seating

arrangement (i.e., sitting next to each other or opposite

of each other; Experiment 1). Critically, when varying the

shape of the display, the benefit of tracking targets in both

visual fields was no longer present when the MOT task

was performed in a landscape display while the benefit was

still present for a portrait display. Convergent with these

latter results, we also found that for the landscape display,

pairs’ preference for a top and bottom labor division was

considerably reduced while the top and bottom preference

was clearly present for the portrait display. Taken together,

our findings suggest that participants’ strategy preference is

influenced by the availability of attentional capacity. That

is, if tracking targets in both visual fields results in a higher

tracking ability, participants preferentially choose a top and

Fig. 10 Experiment 2: Performance over time. Performance as a function of Trial Segment, separately for Portrait (left column) and Landscape

(right column) orientation. Performance for each trial segment is based on five trials. Note, the performances are averaged across pair members

and labor division types and displayed for the selected condition. Error bars in all panels are standard error of the mean.
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bottom labor division that takes advantage of this benefit.

However, if there is no such benefit present as with the

landscape display, participants have no clear labor division

preference.

Given earlier results by Alvarez and Cavanagh (2005),

our findings suggest that the benefit of tracking targets in

both visual fields relative to tracking only in one visual field

is influenced by the shape of the display in which the MOT

task is performed. To explain these results, we want to point

out how narrowing the display in one of the dimensions

has most likely changed the MOT task demands in two key

ways. First, by narrowing the display in one dimension we

changed the proximity between objects within a quadrant

in that dimension (as they now move in a smaller space),

which likely increases the demands made on the spatial

acuity of attention (He et al., 1997; Intriligator & Cavanagh,

2001) and in turn makes the task more difficult. Second

and perhaps more importantly, the distances between target

objects were systematically larger in one dimension than in

the other dimension, depending on the display’s orientation.

For the landscape display, targets objects were further apart

in the horizontal dimension whereas for the portrait display

target objects were further apart in the vertical dimension.

We suggest that what drives the benefit of tracking across

visual fields is the relative difficulty to track objects within

one visual field if they are spaced far apart in the vertical

dimension. If the display is a landscape display, the vertical

distance between target objects is reduced considerably

and hence the source of the difficulty for tracking targets

in one visual field is reduced as well. Supporting these

observations, we find that for the landscape display tracking

performance is highly similar between a left and right

division, and a top and bottom division. That is, there is

no clear benefit for tracking targets across visual fields.

In sum, our findings suggest that the benefit of tracking

targets across visual fields is attributable to a difficulty in

tracking targets in one visual field, and that this difficulty is

absent for a landscape display, possibly because the vertical

distance between targets is reduced.

Discussing our results with regard to our earlier study on

a joint MOT task (Wahn et al., 2017), the present findings

suggest that participants in our earlier study most likely had

preferred a left and right labor division due to the landscape

display and not due to the seating arrangement. That is, only

our manipulation of the shape of the task display resulted

in a change of the labor division preference while the

seating arrangement manipulation had no effect. Moreover,

as noted above, the manipulation of the task display shape

also affected task performance, resulting in comparable

performance levels between a top and bottom and left and

right labor division for a landscape display. In sum, if

tracking objects in two visual fields is clearly beneficial

(as for the quadratic or portrait display), then humans

prefer a top and bottom labor division. If neither tracking

in both visual fields nor only one visual field is more

beneficial (as for the landscape display), the preference for

a top and bottom division is greatly reduced. Given these

results, we propose that co-actors are sensitive to changes

within their environment which allows them to choose

a labor division that maximizes use of their individual

attentional capacities in joint spatial tasks. To follow-up on

this proposal, future studies could test whether the present

findings also generalize to other joint spatial tasks such

as, for instance, joint visual search (Brennan et al., 2008;

Brennan & Enns, 2015; Szymanski et al., 2017; Wahn et al.,

2016b; Wahn et al., 2018a; Wahn et al., 2020).
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